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The Event Safety Guide 2016-09-27 ebook only french edition the event safety guide is the united states first
published safety guidance directed specifically at the live event industry culled from existing life safety
standards and the insight of top professionals within the event industry the event safety guide compiles the
best operational practices currently available in the live event industry in a single easily referenced manual the
guide is not a how to book or a complicated set of standards rather it is intended to help busy industry
professionals know what safe workplace practices might be heighten their understanding of the importance of
safety in everything they do and apply these best practices in their daily work designed for field use the event
safety guide is categorically organized and written in straightforward and easily understood language thirty nine
chapters and five appendixes address a broad range of subjects relevant to most events including emergency
planning weather preparedness and fire safety as well as specific technical issues such as pyrotechnics rigging
and temporary staging included appendixes provide additional resources including helpful planning checklists
and information on the national incident management system nims incident command system ics all referenced
standards are thoroughly cited within the text to ensure readers know precisely where to turn for additional
information whether you re a seasoned veteran or just starting out in the event industry you ll find the event
safety guide to be an indispensable reference when planning your next event
The Event Safety Guide 1999 aims to help those who organise music events so that the events run safely
provides information needed by event organisers their contractors and employees to help them satisfy the
requirements of the health and safety at work etc act 1974 and associated regulations it will also enable
organisers to understand the needs of others concerned with events such as the local authority and emergency
services with whom they will need to co operate contains 33 chapters covering different types of venue site
provisions and facilities needed management issues relevant legislation
Event Safety Guide 2013-11-21 the mission of the event safety alliance is to promote life safety first to set
forth in easily understood language the best operational practices currently available in the live event industry
and to make the awareness and application of life safety the highest priority of industry professionals this event
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safety guide is our first collective effort toward that goal we intend for this guide to help industry professionals
know what safe workplace practices might be to heighten their understanding of the importance of safety in
everything we do and to engage in these best practices in their daily work doing the right thing is the best risk
management we know
A Planning Guide for Event Managers 2002 the wiley event management series the complete guide to event risk
management safety and security practical strategies and resources for any size event with any event comes risk
from rowdy guests at a festival or convention to a life threatening riot at a sports event event risk management
and safety provides a comprehensive resource for managing event risk and limiting liability for modest and
grand events presenting theory and practical applications this book covers topics such as measuring risk
alcoholism and drugs crowd control fire safety and emergency medical services food and water safety outdoor
events and much more other features include case studies examining problems and solutions to real world
situations key terms and risk management exercises new techniques to forecast and manage the global
challenges of the twenty first century comprehensive appendices containing additional resources alcohol and
beverage commission contact information and practical forms the wiley event management series provides
professionals with the essential knowledge and cutting edge tools they need to excel in one of the most exciting
and rapidly growing sectors of the hospitality and tourism industry written by recognized experts in the field the
volumes in the series cover the research design planning coordination and evaluation methods as well as
specialized areas of event management
Event Risk Management and Safety 2002-08 this book is written for event planners as well as project site and
operations managers that are concerned about the health and safety of everyone at their events are you asking
yourself is my event safe am i doing everything i can to keep everyone on site safe and keep myself from being
thrown in jail bruno s been answering these questions for more than 30 years now he s well known for coming
up with solutions to keeping events safe and giving others piece of mind and he s never ever been thrown in jail
you ll get tools for monitoring and maintaining crowd behavior exact formulas for calculating capacities amount
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of fire extinguishers and how many first aiders you ll need evaluation tools for venue safety documents and
signage methods for writing and evaluating event risk assessments emergency procedures for incidents such as
bomb threats active shooters and structural collapse and much much more every topic has been presented and
optimized during bruno s trainings here s what your colleagues say about them we thoroughly enjoyed the one
day intensive event safety training bruno gave us our already well trained and experienced project and
operations managers gained many new insights into reducing hazards as well as handling crowd safety and
event safety documentation haider shukry senior operations manager flash entertainment finally a trainer that
actually has experience richard scott eclipse my project managers gave glowing reports about the training well
done much more to come i m sure adrian bell action impact
The Event Safety Book 2016-10-02 first published in october 2004 chris hannam s major work on health and
safety management in the live music and events sector has been substantially revised the title covers
applications regarding all aspects of staging live entertainment events and is an invaluable manual for
managers and event organisers the book includes well thought out and easy to understand sections on risk
assessment and safety method statements effective health and safety policy selection of personnel crowd
management communications performance management environmental safety to name but a few as well as
comprehensive chapters on all of the legal frameworks for machinery fire safety work equipment employers
liability occupiers liability accident reporting and riddor ppe working at height loler special effects temporary
structures first aid traffic management coshh working time regulations and many more this text covers all of the
hse and non hse publications in a well managed and logical handbook reviewing the second edition for
entertainment technology magazine john paul greenock says chris hannam s book is an essential text for
anyone who works within the live production industry and should be the standard guide for promotion via our
trade bodies it dovetails effortlessly with the event safety guide purple guide and sits effectively alongside the
long awaited safety passport scheme run under the production services association chris a leading provider of
the scheme in the uk initially introduced the idea of safety passports to the psa and subsequently developed the
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course as part of a safety passport working group i am pleased to have re discovered and thoroughly
recommend health and safety management in the live music and events industry by one of the world s leading
industry experts
Health and Safety Management in the Live Music and Events Industry 1997 applied crowd science outlines the
theory and applications of the crowd safety course that prof keith still has developed and taught worldwide for
over thirty years it includes the background and applications of the crowd risk assessment tools as well as
essays and case studies from international users uk ireland canada australia holland belgium and japan keith s
courses are mandatory training for all uk police public event commanders the text covers legislation and
guidance for crowd safety in places of public assembly and outlines the requirements of a crowd risk
assessment for mass gatherings it draws on prof still s expert witness experience highlighting both the
problems you need to understand for your event planning
Applied Crowd Science 2021-12-24 this must have guide to special event production looks deep behind the
scenes of an event and dissects what it is that creates success it analyses the process the planning and
business aspects to provide a unique guide to producing a variety of events from weddings to festivals it
explains thoroughly budgeting and resource concerns planning and cost projections and the role of the well
crafted proposal this new edition has been significantly updated to include three new chapters event design
information technology and sustainability and event production updated and new case studies from usa canada
india russia and malaysia new industry voice feature including an interview with industry experts from around
the world commenting on their experiences of event planning and production new content on technology
volunteers venues and pr and marketing enhanced online resources including powerpoint lecture slides
checklists glossaries additional questions and challenges web links sample contract templates production
schedule templates and evaluation forms incorporating pedagogical features this easy to read book is packed
with photographs diagrams flow charts checklists sample forms and real life examples it steps through the
whole process from the creativity and proposal at the outset to budgeting the contract and risk management
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with event follow up to conclude a must have resource for event planners managers caterers and students this
text is part two of a two book set also available is special events production the resources 978 1 138 78567 0
this book offers an in depth guide to the technical aspects of a big event such as lighting and audio systems
visual presentation technology special effects and temporary outdoor venues
Special Event Production: The Process 2015-08-27 this bestselling all in one guide to the event planning
business is back and better than ever fully updated and revised to reflect the very latest trends and best
practices in the industry this handy comprehensive guide includes forms checklists and tips for managing
events as well as examples and case studies of both successful and unsuccessful events judy allen toronto on
canada is founder and president of judy allen productions a full service event planning production company
Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds 2008 safety and health for the stage collaboration with the production
process is a practical guide to integrating safety and health into the production process for live entertainment in
the context of compliance with applicable codes standards and recommended practices this book explores the
need for safety and health to become an integral aspect of theatre production and live entertainment focusing
on specific steps to take and policies to employ to bring a safety and health program into full collaboration in
the production process readers will learn how to comply with legal codes and standards as they initiate and
implement an effective safety and health program in their theatre production organization or academic theatre
department the book includes references and links to other industry specific safety and health resources as well
as a glossary of safety and health terms to navigate the safety and health jargon in the context of theatre and
live entertainment safety and health for the stage collaboration with the production process provides links to
electronic versions of sample safety and health programs industry specific policies and recommended practices
and forms and templates related to many of the topics covered in the book written for practitioners who are
engaged in all aspects of theatre production and live entertainment as well as educators who train and influence
the next generations of these practitioners this book is an essential resource for creating a positive culture of
safety in live entertainment
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Event Planning 2009-04-16 this must have guide to special event production resources looks deep behind the
scenes of an event and dissects what it is that creates success it analyses the resources and is an extensive
reference guide to the technical details of a big event it provides a thorough grounding on the specifications and
performance of lighting and audio systems visual presentation technology special effects and temporary
outdoor venues this new edition includes new content on new audio visual technology industry safety standards
special effect platforms décor and new custom forms of staging for both indoor and outdoor events updated and
new case studies from usa canada india russia and malaysia new industry voice feature including interviews
with industry experts from around the world comprehensive coverage of venues staging seating rigging lighting
video audio scenic design and décor cadd entertainment special effects tenting electrical power fencing and
sanitary facilities in a variety of indoor and outdoor event settings enhanced online resources including
powerpoint lecture slides checklists glossaries additional questions and challenges web links and video links
incorporating pedagogical features this easy to read book is packed with photographs diagrams flow charts
checklists sample forms and real life examples the vast varieties of audio visual technologies outdoor venues
décor and staging are presented a must have resource for event planners managers caterers and students this
text is part two of a two book set also available is special events production the process 978 1 138 78565 6 this
book analyses the process the planning and business aspects to provide a unique guide to producing a variety
of events from weddings to festivals
Safety and Health for the Stage 2020-01-21 security and risk assessment for facility and event managers
introduces a risk assessment framework that helps readers identify and plan for potential security threats
develop countermeasures and emergency response strategies and implement training programs to prepare
staff
Special Event Production: The Resources 2015-09-14 this book provides events management students with an
accessible and essential introduction to project management written by both academics and industry experts
events project management offers a unique blend of theory and practice to encourage and contextualise project
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management requirements within events settings key questions include what is project management how does
it connect to events management what is effective project management within the events sector how does
academic theory connect to practice the book is coherently structured into 12 chapters covering crucial event
management topics such as stakeholders supply chain management project management tools and techniques
and financial and legal issues guides templates case study examples industry tips and activity tasks are
integrated in the text and online to show practice and aid knowledge written in an engaging style this text offers
the reader a thorough understanding of how to successfully project manage an event from the creative idea to
the concrete product it is essential reading for all events management students
Security and Risk Assessment for Facility and Event Managers 2022-12 a must have introductory text of
unrivalled coverage and depth focusing on events planning and management the fourth edition of events
management provides a complete a to z of the principles and practices of planning managing and staging
events the book offers a systematic guide to organising successful events examining areas such as event design
logistics marketing human resource management financial planning risk management impacts evaluation and
reporting the fourth edition has been fully updated and revised to include content covering technology including
virtual and hybrid events concepts such as social capital soft power and events social inclusion equality
accessibility and diversity and the latest industry reports research and legal frameworks the book is logically
structured and features new case studies showing real life applications and highlighting issues with planning
events of all types and scales in a range of geographical locations this book has been dubbed the events
management bible and fosters an interactive learning experience amongst scholars of events management
tourism and hospitality
Events Project Management 2016-11-10 contemporary events management is a diverse and challenging field
this major new introductory textbook is the first to fully explore the multi disciplinary nature of events
management and to provide all the practical skills and professional knowledge students need to succeed in the
events industry the book covers every type of event studied on an events management course including sports
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music the arts corporate events tourism and the public and voluntary sectors it introduces the key issues facing
the contemporary events industry from health safety and risk management to sustainability to developing a
market oriented business with every topic brought to life through case studies personal biographies and
examples of best practice written by a team of authors with many years of industry experience it introduces the
practical skills required in every core area of events management including marketing finance project
management strategy operations event design and human resources a companion website for the book includes
a dazzling array of additional features including self test questions audio interviews with key industry figures
additional case studies and powerpoint slides for each chapter events management an introduction is the
essential course text for any events management program
Events Management 2023-07-31 this is the definitive reference on disaster medicine outlining areas of
proficiency for health care professionals handling mass casualty crises
Events Management 2012-06-12 every corporate or special event requires a governing entity to provide proper
handling for any kind of situation a proper understanding of various laws and legislation may not only help with
identifying possible challenges but it may also assist in mitigating situations when they do occur legal safety
and environmental challenges for event management emerging research and opportunities is an essential
reference source that provides an in depth understanding of various dimensions of events management practice
legal issues and risk management which can include environmental legislation and impacts health and safety
frameworks consumer laws licensing contracts and legal technologies featuring coverage on a broad range of
topics such as crowd management workplace hazards and emergency preparedness this book is ideally
designed for event planners event organizers coordinators security staff managers marketers researchers
academicians students and industry professionals seeking current research on events tourism hospitality and
leisure management
Koenig and Schultz's Disaster Medicine 2016-04-18 anyone responsible for organising a voluntary or public
event will want to do it safely and well complying with the legislation relating to different aspects of their event
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this book will help you to research plan organise manage and deliver any event match show tournament or
function that will be attended by more than a handful of people you may be running a gymkhana fete fun run
steam fayre half marathon carnival school sports day jumble sale tennis tournament car boot sale model aircraft
show or even a huge pop festival or formula 1 car race whatever it is the principles are the same as event
manager you will need to research plan liaise with authorities obtain permissions and licences comply with legal
requirements and then deliver the event to the public contents 1 introduction 2 the event manager 3 the event
objective 4 planning the event 5 health safety 6 type of event 7 when to run the event 8 defining your target
audience 9 audience size 10 advertising 11 event attractions 12 event requirements 13 accommodation and
services 14 event site 15 traffic management 16 sign posting 17 permissions 18 car parking 19 radio
communications 20 staffing 21 first aid 22 security 23 insurance 24 emergency and normal procedures 25
formal presentation 26 event manager s manual 27 money 28 accounts 29 video diary evidence 30 setting up
31 site maintenance 32 strip down clear up 33 final debrief 34 final report 35 conclusion annex a annex b index
Legal, Safety, and Environmental Challenges for Event Management: Emerging Research and Opportunities
2020-04-17 your straightforward guide for planning and running an event whether you want to break into this
burgeoning industry or you simply need to plan an event and don t know where to start there s something for all
would be event planners in event management for dummies packed with tips hints and checklists it covers all
aspects of planning and running an event from budgeting scheduling and promotion to finding the location
sorting security health and safety and much more open the book and find planning budgeting and strategy
guests and target audience promoting and marketing events location venue and travel logistics food drink
entertainment and themes security health and safety permissions insurance and the like tips for building a
career in event management
The Event Manager's Bible 3rd Edition 2014-02-21 this education textbook specializes on how to become a
successful corporate event planner corporate event planning and management is an emerging field of study and
more and more students are seeking schools that offer event management courses this lucrative industry
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attracts students who want to learn more than the basics they want to know the ins and outs of event
management they want a reality based curriculum that reveals what it really takes to plan set up and execute
corporate events 15 chapters of educational interactive and entertainment learning
Event Management For Dummies 2013-11-04 event management specifically written for the diploma of event
management and advanced diploma of event management is a comprehensive resource for anyone wanting to
build their expertise in professional event management this edition adopts a scaffold learning pedagogy helping
students move through the material logically and efficiently while building on their understanding of tourism
cultural business and sporting events
Going Live 2017-02 the management of risk and safety is not simply a matter of trying to remove risks but is
necessary and vital to these industries sensible risk management is concerned with making the most of the
positive opportunities or reducing the negative risks this books shows how the absence of explicit risk practices
is not necessarily an absence of risk management and how many existing operational and strategic practices
can be understood as part of a process of risk and safety management its main objective is to develop greater
clarity in the communication of risks and the development of safety programmes illustrating how organisations
can use a single language of risk relevant for all levels of management and areas of operation
Event Management: For Tourism, Cultural, Business and Sporting Events 2018-04-01 events
management is the must have introductory text providing a complete a z of the principles and practices of
planning managing and staging events the book introduces the concepts of event planning and management
presents the study of events management within an academic environment discusses the key components for
staging an event covering the whole process from creation to evaluation examines the events industry within its
broader business context covering impacts and event tourism provides an effective guide for producers of
events contains learning objectives and review questions to consolidate learning each chapter features a real
life case study to illustrate key concepts and place theory in a practical context as well as preparing students to
tackle any challenges they may face in managing events examples include the beijing olympic games google
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zeitgeist conference international confex edinburgh international festival ideal home show and glastonbury
festival carefully constructed to maximise learning the text provides the reader with a systematic guide to
organizing successful events examining areas such as staging logistics marketing human resource management
control and budgeting risk management impacts evaluation and reporting fully revised and updated content
including new chapters on sustainable development and events perspectives on events and expanded content
on marketing legal issues risk and health and safety management a companion website elsevierdirect com
9781856178181 with additional materials and links to websites and other resources for both students and
lecturers
Risk and Safety Management in the Leisure, Events, Tourism and Sports Industries 2015-09-02 events of all
types are produced every day for all manner of purposes attracting all sorts of people to provide a safe and
secure setting in which people gather is imperative event risk and hazard management must be fully integrated
into all event plans and throughout the event management process hazard management is the planning process
required for the effective management of potential adverse incidents and areas of uncertainty it involves
intensive detailed planning and cooperation to apply control systems to minimise hazards associated with
venues outdoor sites work procedures facilities equipment and crowds of spectators it involves planning for
emergencies and security and compliance with legal constraints and requirements risk and hazard management
for festivals and events provides students with a comprehensive fully integrated planning and management
mechanism that can be applied to events of all types and size the event safety management system provides
guidelines and processes for proactive methods to identify assess and control hazardous conditions and
practices the system incorporates design of festival venues and sites and unites the operational functions of
crowd control communications security terrorism prevention processes and emergency response protocols
explanation of the causes of crowd disasters and studies into crowd behaviour are supported with international
case studies written in an accessible practical way this book is essential reading for all events students and
event managers
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Events Management 2012-05-23 many books exist on various aspects of event management reflecting
growing academic and professional interest but there has not been a book written on event studies until now as
the event management field expands there is a growth in demand for advanced texts particularly with a
multidisciplinary research and theoretical orientation event studies is the first text to embrace this new direction
in the field of event management providing students and practitioners with an explanation of why planned
events are important from a social cultural economic and environmental perspective readers with an
understanding of how various disciplines and other professional fields view planned events and the
contributions they make to understanding events research students with a detailed evaluation of research
issues and challenges and of methodologies and theories applicable to event studies the bibliography is
extensive and numerous research examples are provided professionals with a tool to expand their knowledge
well beyond the art and science of producing events to include the philosophical and scientific foundations of
event studies for the event management student and for professionals event studies provides the necessary
body of knowledge and theoretical methodological underpinnings on the subject of planned events
Risk and Hazard Management for Festivals and Events 2017-09-07 provides a grounding on the
specifications and performance of lighting and audio systems visual presentation technology special effects and
temporary outdoor venues this book offers an overview of the decorative audio visual and special events
options available to producers
Event Studies 2010-08-31 event planning and management second edition is an ideal resource for those
seeking a step by step formula to plan and deliver a successful event with the vital balance of professional
experience behind them the authors teach the next generation of event planners with unrivalled knowledge
ensuring an effective event process from start to finish this book delivers practical understanding of the theory
and practice needed to activate each stage of planning from initial venue selection budgeting and programme
content to managing stakeholders and sponsors promotion risk assessment safety and post event evaluation
fully revised the second edition of event planning and management expands on managing events on the day
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and explores the pr and experiential marketing boom for live brand experiences including updated real world
case studies from around the globe it also features an invaluable toolkit of templates planning checklists and
budget sheets accompanied by a host of downloadable resources this book is the ideal end to end resource for
both event planning modules and certifications plus busy marketing and pr professionals facing the new wave of
live brand and customer experiences
Health and Safety in the Live Music and Event Technical Production Industry 2015 risk management for events
is a comprehensive and practical guide that supports academic and professional development programs to
prepare individuals for entering or advancement in the international events industry events of all types are
produced every day for all manner of purposes attracting all sorts of people creating and managing the
environment in which these people will gather carries with it awesome responsibilities legal ethical and financial
to provide a safe and secure setting and to operate in a manner that ensures that the hosting organizations or
individuals achieve their objectives in a proper and profitable way event risk management must be fully
integrated into all event plans and throughout the event management process this new edition has been revised
and updated to include new case studies and examples from a wide range of international destinations and
different types of events updated statistics and data throughout new content on emergent risk on site decision
making terrorism and public health including the covid 19 pandemic and corruption within events updated
online material including a case study archive and weblinks to useful resources this will be an invaluable
resource for all those studying events management
Special Event Production 2008 travellers today face many challenges from risk and safety issues focusing in
particular on risk and safety issues faced by visitors to holy sites this book looks at the unique challenges raised
where annual religious festivals are commemorated with mass gatherings lasting for days and large crowds
require detailed disaster management plans beginning with a general section on risk management covering
areas such as disaster management terrorism crime and security the book then delves deeper into specific
issues and challenges it reviews important topics such as understanding the behaviour of crowds how to
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perform a risk assessment for a sacred space and travelling in what some would regard as an increasingly
hostile world mitigating risk at mass gathering events and festivals is an area that still needs further research
but this book brings together current thought and provides a valuable reference for those studying religion
tourism and events as well as event organizers emergency and hospital services and local authorities
Event Planning and Management 2018-11-03 production management in live music managing the technical
side of touring in today s music industry is a handbook for the aspiring production manager looking to forge a
career in the live music industry this book outlines the role that a production manager performs and their key
responsibilities and takes the reader step by step through the entire process of preparing a show for a tour from
dealing with artists and management to hiring crew from booking vendors and scheduling the day to day of a
busy tour this text covers everything that is needed to take the show into rehearsals and finally on the road
every aspect of the job is covered including the very important challenges that face today s industry in the
realms of sustainability inclusion diversity and mental health whether the show be on a festival in a small
theatre or club or in a modern arena this book clearly lays out the tasks and challenges and offers practical
solutions to ensure the smooth running of a live performance production management in live music is written
for students in stage and production management courses and emerging professionals working in live music
touring
Risk Management for Events 2020-12-27 events of all types are produced every day for all manner of purposes
attracting all sorts of people creating and managing the environment in which these people will gather carries
with it awesome responsibilities legal ethical and financial to provide a safe and secure setting and to operate in
a manner that ensures the hosting organizations or individuals achieve their objectives in a proper and
profitable way event risk management must be fully integrated into all event plans and throughout the event
management process risk management for meetings and events examines the practices procedures and
safeguards associated with the identification analysis response planning and control of the risks surrounding
events of all types written by an experienced author it provides a solid easy to read conceptual foundation
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based on proven risk management techniques includes ready to use templates designed specifically as learning
exercises for students and professionals comprehensively discusses effective strategies for managing the risks
associated with design planning and production of public and private events risk management for meetings and
events is a comprehensive and practical guide which supports academic and professional development
programs that prepare individuals for entering or advancement in the meeting and event management industry
Risk and Safety Challenges for Religious Tourism and Events 2018-04-25 events management for
tourism cultural business and sporting events 4e is a holistic text designed for the diploma in events
management and advanced diploma in events management and is the essential text for anyone wishing to work
in the field of event management the new edition covers all the skills and knowledge students need to become
successful event managers learn how to design plan market and stage an event how to manage staff and
staffing problems and how to ensure the safety of everyone involved
Production Management in Live Music 2022-01-26 it is the first major study to examine what events is as a
discipline in the twenty first century its significance in contemporary society and growth as a mainstream
subject area the book is divided in to five inter related sections section one evaluates the evolution of events as
a discipline and defines what events studies is section two critically reviews the relationship between events
and other disciplines such as tourism and sport section three focuses on the management of events section four
evaluates the impacts of events from varying political social and environmental perspectives and section five
examines the future direction of growth in event related education and research
Risk Management for Meetings and Events 2009-11-04 this is a book for aspiring event managers providing both
a theoretical and a practical guide to selecting and working with venues as part of the event planning process
the book explores the different types of venues available to event managers from unique venues such as
historical buildings and theatres to sporting and academic venues analysing the specific characteristics benefits
and drawbacks that distinguish them it also illustrates how venues function and are managed incorporating key
aspects of venue management including staffing marketing legislation production scheduling and administration
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sustainability ethics and technology are also integrated throughout along with a vast range of industry
examples of different venue types and events from around the world comprehensive and accessible working
with venues for events offers students an essential understanding of how event managers can successfully
negotiate work with and plan for a successful event in a variety of venue settings this is an invaluable resource
for anyone with an interest in events management
Event Management 2010-11-11 combining the practical and academic aspects of event management this text
presents an industry perspective with real life event examples and contemporary and relevant case studies it
provides lecturers with a useful platform to integrate key event topics into the learning environment the book
discusses the management process throughout the event cycle from the pre event planning stage on site
delivery to the post event stage the book is divided into 4 distinct phases which are the event cycle before the
event throughout the event and beyond the event within each of these 4 sections there are 2 or 3 separate
chapters each with their own objectives the book discusses practical and operational elements such as project
management marketing sponsorship deals and risk assessment that need to be put in place both before and
during the event the final section beyond the event examines current and future event trends and issues and
discusses the various career paths that exist and the skills and qualifications required to gain employment and
start a successful career in events each chapter profiles someone currently working within the events industry
and presents a scenario of a real event challenge they have faced in their work role relevant to the chapter
further viewpoints from a second event practitioner and academic are included before the final outcome is
presented showing us in each case how real life situations develop and are resolved in practice within the
events industry the feature event ethics explores a topical issue that should encourage lively discussion and the
did you know section reveals an interesting and chapter specific event fact at the end of every chapter students
can revise and extend their event knowledge with the list of chapter summary questions which help consolidate
the learning outcomes additionally the key terms section explains any terminology used within the chapter each
chapter concludes with a section called for the classroom featuring discussion points and activities based
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around the chapter content as well as reference sources and suggested reading some of the forms and inserts
used to contextualise the learning will appear as weblinks for the students to download and use throughout
The Routledge Handbook of Events 2014-10-14 this book will give you all you need to plan and manage crowds
safely at your next event i give you my best methods models and tips from over 30 years experience
Working with Venues for Events 2017-11-28 this comprehensive and authoritative guide to licensing law is co
authored by the uk s only professor of licensing law and two eminent licensing practitioners it provides a
detailed exposition and contextual analysis of the legal provisions governing the licensing of alcohol and
entertainment under the licensing act 2003 encompassing both the legislative and decision making framework
of the act as well as its implications for human rights fully updated and revised it covers the various forms of
authorization for licensable activities and licence and certificate conditions that might be attached as well as the
enforcement and appeal provisions of the act this new edition building on the highly acclaimed original work
published in 2005 includes subsequent legislative changes and case law decisions new additions to this edition
include expanded coverage of enforcement provisions and police powers a revised and extended chapter on
appeals in light of the practical and procedural developments that have evolved in the appeal process
amendments to existing regulations and the revised statutory guidance issued in 2007 this book is essential
reading for all local authorities legal advisers licensing policy advisors operators and the police as well as those
applying for licences
Managing Events 2020-08-17
Crowd Management Made Easy 2017-05-22
Alcohol and Entertainment Licensing Law 2008-06-30
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